The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a popular statistical tool for modeling a wide range of time series data. In this paper, we have used a feature based bottom up approach with HMMs that is characterized by its learning capability and time-scale invariability. To apply HMM to our aim, one set of time-sequential image is transformed into an image feature vector sequence, and the sequence is converted into a symbol sequence by vector quantization. In learning human action categories, the parameters of the HMMs, one per category were optimized so as to best describe the training sequences from the category. To recognize an observed sequence, the HMMs best match sequence is chosen. The reorganization rate can be improved by increasing the number of people used to generate the training data.
Introduction
Human motion analysis has many applications in many areas, such as computer vision field, modeling. The main scientific challenges in human motion analysis are to detect, track and identify people and to recognize the human activity from observations. HMM is very rich mathematical structure for this application. Our purpose is to recognize human action from time-sequential images, not obtaining geometric representations of human bodies. Since we focus on recognition, we avoid reconstruction because the representation obtained by geometric reconstruction is not essential. The model parameters are obtained from time sequence of image. Our objective is to apply HMM model for Human Motion Analysis and lay down a comparison between HMM results and actuality.
Motivation
The world is undergoing its tremendous and enormous fascinations day-after-day. Initially the motivation is to introduce with Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and then to recognize the human action by the help of HMM. Human action recognition and synthesis are of major interest in a variety of disciplines: sport analysis, dancer training and choreography, scientist simulation, 3D animation, medical rehabilitation, virtual reality and entertainment. There are many processes for human action recognition. But we use HMM because by using HMM process the way to recognized human action from time-sequential images is more conformable and agreeable than any other process. So our motivation is to recognize human action from time-sequential images by applying HMM.
Human Action
Human action is change of location or position of human body or any parts of the body with respect to time. Change in motion is the result of an applied force. Human action is typically described in terms of velocity, displacement, and time. Human action is always observed and measured relative to a frame of reference. So, the term Human action signifies any spatial and/or temporal change in a physical system. Human motion analysis is receiving increasing attention from computer vision researchers. This interest is motivated by a wide spectrum of applications, such as athletic performance analysis, surveillance, man-machine interfaces, content-based image storage and retrieval, and video conferencing. Different types of human actions are walk, jump, run, bend, one-hand wave, two-hand wave etc.
Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
A Markov model is a probabilistic model of symbol sequences in which the probability of the current event is conditioned only the previous event. An HMM is a nondeterministic Markov model that is, one where acknowledge of the emitted symbol does not determine the state-transition. This means that in order to determine the probability of a given string, we must take more than one path through the states into account. A HMM is characterized by three matrices: State transition probability matrix A, symbol output probability matrix B, initial state probability matrix π. To apply HMM to time sequential image, the image must be transformed into symbol sequence. With a hidden Markov model, we usually model a temporal process whose output we can observe but do not know the actual understanding mathematical or physical model.
HMMs make it possible to deal with time-sequential data and can provide time-scale invariability in recognition. HMMs are characterized by their learning ability which is achieved by presenting time-sequential data to a HMM and automatically optimizing the model with the data. A HMM consists of a number of states each of which is assigned a probability of transition from one state to another state. States at any time depends only on the state at the preceding time. One symbol is yielded from one of the HMM states according to the probabilities assigned to the states. HMM states are not directly observable, and can be observed only through a sequence of observed symbols. HMM has many applications in many areas, such as weather prediction, 
Elements of a HMM
N=number of states in model M=number of distinct observation symbols Q={1,2,… ,N} : set of hidden states V={1,2,… ,M} : set of observation symbols A: state transition probability matrix  a ij = P(q t+1 =j|q t =i) B: observation symbol probability  b j (k) = P(o t =k|q t =j) π: initial state distribution  π i = P(q 1 =i) λ: the entire model λ=(A,B,π)
Extraction
Visual recognition of human actions in video clips has been an active field of research in recent years. We will operate not on entire video sequences, but on very short subsequences. The initial stage of human motion analysis problem is the extraction of moving targets from a video stream. There will be spurious pixels detected, holes in moving features, "interlacing" effects from video digitization processes, and other anomalies. Foreground regions are initially filtered for size to remove spurious features, and then the remaining targets are pre-processed before motion analysis is performed. To apply HMM to our aim, one set of time-sequential image is transformed into an image feature vector sequence, and the sequence is converted into a symbol sequence by vector quantization. Model parameters are obtained from the symbol sequence. 4) Fourth we need to subdivide the binary image at different block. We take sixteen blocks here. 5) Fifth we find the total black/white pixels of whole image and total black/white pixels at each block. Divided the black/white pixels at each block by total black/white pixels of the whole image. 6) Sixth by vector quantization we calculate the output symbol sequences.
Figure 2: Steps of Symbol Sequence calculation

Symbol Sequence Calculation
We take four persons for each action (Bend, Jump, Run & Walk) and take two time sequential image, one (a) at t=0 sec and another (b) at t=1 sec for each person which is shown in figure-3 to figure-6 respectively. Then we calculate four symbol sequences for each action which is shown in 
HMMs Calculation
We recognized the HMMs from symbol sequence of four persons. Who perform Jump, walk, bend and run action respectively. We get three different models for each person for each action. Then we calculate log-probability from observation sequence from other four different persons by using Viterbi Algorithm & HMMs. We compare logprobability & maximum log-probability represents the correct action. Our expectation will be maximum logprobability for same action. For Jump, walk, bent and run we calculate total 16 symbol sequences. Each symbol is used as a test & training sequence.
We calculate the HMMs for Jump, walk, bend and run for one person and calculate log-probability by using other 15 test symbol sequence for Bend, Walk, Run and Jump. Similarly we calculate the HMMs for each symbol sequence and also calculate log-probability by using other 15 test symbol sequence for Bend, Walk, Run and Jump. We get three HMMs for one symbol sequence. Similarly we get three HMMs for each symbol sequence.
Recognition Process
We calculate different HMMs & pass test sequence through these HMMs & obtained different log-probability. Highest rank represents the recognize action. The recognition process is shown in below- 
Log-probability calculation for different sequences
We have total 16 symbol sequences. We get three HMMs for one symbol sequence and pass another 15 symbol sequences through these HMMs and calculate log-probability. 
Conclusion
We have used Hidden Markov Model based approach for human action recognition from a set of time-sequential images. In our algorithm, a mesh feature vector sequence extracted from time sequential images is converted to a sequence of symbols. In learning, symbol sequences obtained from training image sequence data are used to optimize HMMs for action categories. In recognition, a symbol sequences from an observed image sequence is processed by HMMs, and the recognition result is determined as the category which best matches the observed sequence. We performed four different types of human action-bend, jump, run and walk. We obtained high recognition rate for jump and bend but low recognition rate for run and walk. We need to increase the recognition rate. If we increase the training data then increase the recognition rate.
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